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TEFILLAH 
PACKET #1



Hiskashrus 
with Hashem

Usually, people translate the word Tefillah as “prayer.” 
Prayer means to ask for something that you need or 
want. Even though it is true that we do ask for things in 
davening, that’s not all that Tefillah means!

In Chumash and Mishnayos, we see that one meaning of 
the shoresh of the word Tefillah is to connect. (For example, 
Rochel named Bilhah’s son Naftoli, to show that she was 
now joining Leah in having children.)

Even if we don’t have something that we need, we still 
need to daven to Hashem so that we will stay connected! 

The neshama of a Yid always is connected to Hashem. But 
it can’t always feel it, since it is inside of a guf that is busy 
with Gashmius’dike things like eating and sleeping.

So Hashem set up special times during the day so that we 
can refresh our connection with Him! Those times are the 
tefillos we daven a few times throughout the day.

And that’s the main point of davening — to keep our 
hiskashrus with Hashem strong!

(Likutei Sichos Chelek Beis, p. 410)



Waking Up the Neshama
When a Yid goes to sleep, the neshama goes up to Hashem to get chayus for the next 
day. In the morning, Hashem gives the person back his neshama.

But the neshama can’t shine in the guf until the person davens! The guf is too grob 
(coarse) for the neshama to be able to express itself.

Davening is how a neshama connects to Hashem WHILE it is in the guf. It makes the 
person more aidel, and able to feel the neshama.

There is a posuk in Yeshaya that says, “Chidlu Lachem Min Ha’Adam Asher Neshama 
Be’Apo, Ki Bameh Nechshav Hu?” “Separate yourself from a person whose neshama is in 
his nostrils, because what is he worth?”

The Gemara explains this posuk, saying that the word “Bameh” (what is he worth), can 
be read as “Bamah,” a Mizbeiach for Avodah Zarah! 

Chassidus explains that before a person davens, his neshama is still “be’apo,” in his 
nostrils. It hasn’t spread out into the whole body, so that the person can feel it and 
express it. This kind of person is like a bamah! Just like a bamah is a big Mizbeiach that 
sticks out, a person who hasn’t davened yet doesn’t feel Hashem, he feels like he is very 
important by himself!

That’s why the FIRST avodah of the day has to be for a Yid to connect to Hashem through 
davening. He needs to right away wake up his neshama and spread it throughout his 
guf, so he will be able to make the right kinds of decisions all day, to use the Gashmius 
to serve Hashem! (Davening is like a cup of coffee for the neshama!)

(Based on the maamar Lecha Dodi, 5689, said at the Rebbe and Rebbetzin’s chasuna; and 
Lecha Dodi 5714)

Rabbi Mendel Notik, who had the zechus of serving Rebbetzin in her home, shared this 
story:

“The Rebbetzin called and asked if I could accompany her somewhere. I said I would 
come over immediately. Then the Rebbetzin added that if I had not yet davened she 
would find someone else. I replied that there are times when I would daven a bit later 
than usual, so it wasn’t a problem. The Rebbetzin told me, “I was taught that the 
first thing one does in his day is daven,” and said she would go herself.” (From the 
Chassidishe Derher)



Shalom Brings Bracha
The Chachomim organized the different tefillos so that people would know a proper way to 
daven. In the order they set up, Shemoneh Esrei comes after Kriyas Shema. 

There are many explanations for why the Chachomim set it up this way. The brachos that are 
part of Kriyas Shema end off with Go’al Yisroel, saying that Hashem took the Yidden out of 
their Golus in Mitzrayim. The Gemara tells us that it is very important to say this right before 
we say Shemoneh Esrei! Rabbeinu Yonah (a commentary on the Gemara), explains that we 
are showing our bitachon that just like Hashem did nisim when He took the Yidden out of 
Mitzrayim, Hashem will give us the things we ask for in the brachos of Shemoneh Esrei.

Chassidus gives another explanation for why Kriyas Shema needs to be before Shemoneh 
Esrei. This explanation is based on a Maamar Razal from the end of Shas: “Lo Matzah 
HaKadosh Baruch Hu Keili Machzik Bracha LeYisrael Ela HaShalom.” “Hashem did not find a 
better keili to hold bracha for the Yidden than shalom!”

Chassidus teaches us that one of the most important types of shalom is the shalom between 
our Nefesh Elokis and our Nefesh Habehamis. (When we make shalom inside of ourselves, we 
will be able to later make shalom with all of those around us!) In order to “catch” the brachos 
we ask Hashem for in Shemoneh Esrei, we need to have this kind of shalom. We make this 
shalom when we say Shema properly!

Our Nefesh Habehamis wants all sorts of Gashmius’dike things. It wants good parnasa, 
yummy things to eat, and fun things to do. Our Nefesh Elokis doesn’t have anything it wants 
by itself — it is ready to do whatever Hashem wants!

In Tanya and many places in Chassidus, we learn ways to use our sechel to convince our 
Nefesh Habehamis to make shalom with the Nefesh Elokis and join it in doing Ratzon Hashem.

Here is one simple example of what we can tell our Nefesh Habehamis:

Shema Yisroel Hashem Elokeinu Hashem Echad — the whole entire world is one with Hashem. 
There is nothing else beside Him! All of the good Gashmius’dike things we want, and all of the 
pleasant feelings, are all part of Hashem! Hashem wants us to have good things. He wants to 
give us brachos. To get these brachos, we need to be ready to follow what Hashem asks us to 
do. If we want to have these good things, we need to learn Torah and do Hashem’s mitzvos!

This way, our Nefesh Habehamis will want to have shalom with our Nefesh Elokis. And this 
shalom will be the keili for all of the brachos from Hashem we ask for in Shemoneh Esrei!

(Based on a sicha from 19 Kislev 5719)



Da Lifnei Mi 
Ata Omeid

In Shulchan Aruch, it says there is one general kavana in davening that 
we need to have, even if we aren’t able to think about the meaning of 
the words or deeper meanings in tefillah. This is to remember that we 
are davening to Hashem! “Da Lifnei Mi Ata Omeid” “Know Who you are 
standing before” — that we are standing before Hashem.

There are only two places in davening where we also need to know the 
meaning of the words:

1) The first posuk of Shema — a Yid knows that there is nothing aside 
for the Aibishter

2) The first bracha of Shmoneh Esrei — we ask Hashem to accept our 
tefillos in the zechus of the Avos.

A good way to be able to have this kavana all the time is to daven from 
a siddur! This way you won’t be as easily distracted by things going on 
around you.

The Rebbe davened the entire davening from the siddur (with very few 
exceptions), even though he knew the whole davening by heart. He 
kept this minhag, as he also saw by the Frierdiker Rebbe.

This is the reason why there are halachos in Shulchan Aruch about 
having pictures and images in shul, because they can make it harder 
for people to concentrate in davening. 

(From the sicha of Yud-Gimmel Tishrei, 5743 - Toras Menachem 5743, 
vol. 1, p. 143 and on)



How Davening 
Changes Our Day
The Alter Rebbe explains what the Chachomim say 
— that a person who is davening has to have his 
heart above and his eyes below! (“Hamispalel Tzorich 
Sheyihiyeh Libo Lemaala Ve’einav Lematah.”)

The Alter Rebbe says it means that even when he 
feels close and connected to Hashem, he still needs to 
remember the way he is during the regular things he 
does. 

The Rebbe teaches us that this means practically that 
a person can’t walk away from davening only feeling 
inspired and Ruchniyus’dik. We ALSO need to use the 
time of davening to make general hachlatos for the day 
about how we should act in our “regular” work, like 
eating and exercise and playing and working.

Then, later in the day, we can think about what we’re 
doing, and if we’re acting the way we decided we would 
during davening.

(Sichas Tes-Vov Shevat, 5739)



Ahavas Yisroel 
Before Davening

A story told by the Friediker Rebbe:

…At my Bar Mitzvah, my father the Rebbe Rashab 
called me by my name and said, “Yosef Yitzchok, ask 
something.”

So I asked my father, “It says in the siddur that we 
should say before davening, ‘Hareini’ — that I am taking 
on myself the mitzvah of Ve’ahavta Le’rei’acha Kamocha. 
Why does it say this specifically before davening 
Shacharis? If we are supposed to do Ahavas Yisroel first 
thing in the morning, it should be connected to morning 
brachos!”

My father answered me: “When a father has many 
children, his greatest nachas is when he sees that they all 
have achdus and they love each other. Davening is when 
we ask Hashem for our needs — both our Gashmius’dike 
needs and our Ruchnius’dike needs. Before we ask 
Hashem for our needs, we need to do something that will 
bring Hashem nachas. For that reason, it was established 
that we should accept upon ourselves the mitzvah of 
Ahavas Yisroel as a preparation for davening…”

(Sefer Hasichos 5700, p. 157)


